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Seniors Hold Building Fund Drive
First Veritas Will Open January 31
Dance Tonite

Juniors Meet
Today to Elect
Prom Leader
Many Candidates Contest
Important Third Year
Post
PROPOSE JUNIOR

Eddie

for

JARRET

members of the committee
place today at 12:50.

will take

Plans for a J u n -

ior Week" to precede the Prom were
considered yesterday noon at a meeting of the Junior Class.

Father La More
Condemns A l l
Birth Control

"Impossible to Sanction"
"The doctrine of birth control is in
According to Murphy, the Juniors
hope to inaugurate a tradition in their violation of the natural and divine
projected Junior Week program. If law, not of church law. It is theresufficient support is shown by the class fore impossible for the Church ever
committees will be appointed imme- to sanction it.
diately.
"Although present
attitudes and
practices would seem to belie the
fact, marriage is not a man-made institution, and man may not tamper
with it as though it were. G o d instituted matrimony for the very definite purpose of propagating the huJuniors W h o W i l l Direct Veritas
man
race. A n d . as in all else, He
Next Year Announced by
gave man the means of accomplishing
Moderator
that end. The abuse of the means
or the end of matrimony are conThe
appointment of Michael A.
(Continued on Page 6, C o l . 2)
Coyne as editor of the 1939 issue of
Veritas, and the selection of key men
for
the supporting staff were an- I N S U R A N C E M A N
nounced late yesterday by the Rev
A D D R E S S E S SENIORS
John T . McGregor. O.P.. Veritas moderator.
Charles J . Murphy. '28, addresseed
The early organization will enable
the members of the Senior Class
them to cooperate with this year's
yesterday in the old auditorium on
staff and acquire helpful experience
the opportunities open to young men
according to Father McGregor.
in the field of insurance
Walter F. Gibbons and Harold S.
Manager of the local branch of one
Pivnick will serve as associate editors
of the nation's
leading
insurance
while Frank D. O'Brien will be busi
houses. M r Murphy is active in the
ness manager, and John J . Mahoney affairs of the A l u m n i Association and
advertising manager.
John Hogan was chairman of the committee in
Joseph McManus. and Frank McIn- charge of the beefsteak supper sponnis will be on the advertising staff sored by the alumni last evening.
under Mahoney.
Pointing out that the insurance bus-

Coyne Named Head
of Junior Staff

Orchestra

CHAIRMAN

The Senior Class will be host to
scores of Providence College students
A r a m Jarret of Woonsocket who is
and
their friends this evening in
chairman of the committee arranging
Harkins H a l l when it introduces to
for the Senior Veritas Dance tonight
the campus a new social function
in Harkins H a l l .
the Veritas dance. The popular Eddie
Quinton's orchestra will provide the
music.

Ballots containing the names of the
nominees for chairman, John A . M a honey. Thomas F l y n n . James J . G a l logly and George J . Long, and the
names of the candidates for committee posts will be distributed to members of the Class today at an election
meeting in Room 17. T h e names of
Calls Doctrine "Violation of Natthe complete Prom committee are exural and Divine Law, Not
pected to be revealed immediately afChurch L a w "
ter approval by the Rev. A r t h u r H.
Chandler. O P . Dean of Studies.
A smashing attack on birth control
Junior Week Planned
was made here last Monday evening
The plans for "Junior Week" out- by the Rev. Edward C . L a More. O.P.,
lined by Daniel F . Murphy, president of the philosophy department of the
of the class, include proposals for a College. Addressing the G u i l d in the
stag banquet for members of the class, small auditorium. Father L a M o r e dea theatre party and open air boxing nounced the "perversion" of the "genbouts with the Prom as the climax
erative faculty" in a brief but vigorThe Prom committee, when complet- ous talk.
ed by the voting today, w i l l include
"The
Catholic Church does not
a chairman, four committee members
now, nor w i l l she ever in the future,
and the four class officers ex officio.
sanction the doctrines of birth conFour nominations have been made for
trol, as they are understood by the
the post of Prom chairman and there
majority of its advocates. The Church
are fourteen candidates for the Prom
w i l l never emulate the arrogance of
committee.
those men who presume to tamper
Candidates for committee positions with the laws of G o d T h e disciplinlaws of the Church may be
are: Walter V . Boyle. Joseph T . Bald- ary
win, Daniel J . Shea, Francis E . McIn- changed or dispensed with when the
nis, Frank D . O'Brien, Raymond V . circumstances warrant it, but it is
Pettine. Norman J . Carignan. Harold within the power of the Church only
V . Demers, John L . Hall. Noel J . Doyle. to interpret and apply the laws of
Walter F . Gibbons. Joseph P. Martel- God, never to change them or legislino, Edward M . Burke, and James F . late to the contrary.
Griffin.

and

Large Ticket Sale Reported ; Orchestra Leader is College
Alumnus

Flynn, Mahoney, Gallogly, and
Long in Contest for
Chairmanship

manship of the Junior Prom and for

Quinton

W i l l Be Featured at Novel
Dance

WEEK

Voting on nominations for the chair-

5c a Copy.

The committee i n charge headed
by A r a m P. Jarret, has worked industriously for the past few weeks
to insure the success of the function
Novel and elaborate decorations featuring a centerpiece which will manifest the spirit of Veritas have been
planned.
In presenting Quinton's orchestra
the committee brings back to the
College a dance band
which has
proved very popular with the students
in the past. Quinton is an alumnus
of the College, and is well known
throughout New England having appeared at numerous college and fraternity dances i n this section.
The sale of tickets has been large.
Members of the committee will be
stationed in the upper rotunda today for the convenience of those who
have yet to secure their bids. M e m bers of the committee are: Joseph
F. Donnelly. Andrew J . McBreen.
Francis J . O'Rourke. Carl J . Breckel.
Thomas E Devine and Timothy R.
Crawley.

VARSITY CLUB OFFERS
PRIZES FOR S T U D E N T S
A traveling bag and five pairs of
tickets to the P. C.-State Basketball
game at State, March 5. will be
awarded as prizes in a raffle being
sponsored by the Varsity Club, a
group of athletic lettermen. The proceeds will be used to present Senior
lettermen with sweaters and numerals and underclass lettermen with
numerals. Tickets are 10 cents each
or three for a quarter and may be
purchased from any member of the
varsity groups.

EXAM SCHEDULE—PAGE 4
The official exam schedule for
the mid-year examinations
is
printed on page 4 of this week's
Cowl.
The schedule
involves
radical changes in several respects and is designed with the
intention of having one examination a day for each student. In
some cases, however, this has
not been completely
possible.
Students should check the schedule daily with that posted on
the official bulletin board for
any possible omissions or corrections.

Athletic Group
Defers Naming
Of New Coach

Two

Divisions A r e Formed to
Conduct Intensive Campaign

PLAN

DORMITORY

Student and Alumni Groups
Quick to Endorse
Movement
Definite plans for the intensive
building fund for the projected C o l lege dormitory were disclosed yesterday after the Very Rev. John J .
Dillon, O.P., president of the C o l lege, had revealed that the new
building
will have accommodations
for 200 students, rooms for 12 of the
faculty members, a chapel and some
classrooms.''

The drive will open officially on
Jan. 31 and is expected to continue
for two months. T h e program will be
pursued in two divisions. Over 100
solicitors, friends of the college, will
canvass a selected list of prospective
Officers for Year Elected; F r . donors. In the alumni group the campaign will be conducted separately
Quinn Heads Constitution
in each class under the direction of
Committee
two representatives from each class,
who. in turn, will select five aides.
A committee to draw up a conEndorsements G i v e n
stitution embodying the aims of P r o v i Endorsements of the building fund
dence College Athletic policy was ap- drive were announced this week by
pointed at the first meeting of the the Aquino Literary Club, the F a l l
newly created athletic council held River A l u m n i Club and the Torch and
here on Monday evening. T h e Rev. Triangle Club.
In a statement preRobert G . Quinn, O . P . . director of sented to Father Dillon, the Aquino
athletics, is chairman of the commit- Club resolved "wholeheartedly and
tee, and will be assisted by the Rev. interestedly to indorse and subscribe
A r t h u r H . Chandler. O.P.. dean of to the campaign and urge an active
studies, and the Rev. Edwin I. Mas- vigorous participation by the student
terson. O.P.. treasurer of the college body and other organizations in this
The constitution will be drawn from drive." The F a l l River group anthe recommodations of the A l u m n i nounced that to insure the success of
Advisory Board and the Council.
the drive "every local graduate has
The council also elected the following officers for the year: president, the Very Rev. John J . Dillon,
O.P.. vice-president, the Rev. Frederick C . Foley, O.P.. secretary, John
E. Farrell; and treasurer, the Rev.
E d w i n I. Masterson. O . P .
No definite action on the selection
of a football coach to replace Joe
M c G e e was taken at the meeting.
Applications were studied and discussed. T h e meeting was adjourned
until this Sunday afternoon, at which
time a further study of applications
will be made. A s yet the recommendation of the Athletic Advisory
Board has not been made public. The
report was presented to the members
of the Council at the meeting by
Charles J . Reynolds, chairman of the
A l u m n i Board.

State-Friar Clash at Auditorium
Expected to Draw Large Crowd
Bobinski Only Veteran Facing
High - Scoring Ram
Hoopsters

Ploski. senior forward from Albany:

ium. This is the first of a two game
series between Providence College
and Rhode Island State and its outcome will have a direct bearing on
the State
intercollegiate basketball
championship.
The Rams, by virtue of a win over
B r o w n last week are one up in the
race for the coveted title. Last year
Providence and Rhode Island shared
the crown when the Friars staged a
late season spurt to defeat the Rams
iness
is
primarily
a
business
for
young
John A . Graham, co-editor of this
and the Bruins in the final week of
y e a r s publication, has requested the men, he told the Seniors that college
competition.
graduates
with
initiative
and
ambicooperation
of camera-enthusiasts
Bobinski Only Veteran
among the students in procuring pho- tion could attain to great success in
Captain E d Bobinski, rangy centhis field.
tographs for the book
tre, is the only veteran who started

series.
John "Wink"" Crowley, high scoring forward from Cumberland, will
pair up with Leo Ploski at the forwards. Although a senior. Crowley,
in his first year of actual competition, has stood out in every game
played thus far and is an important
cog in the "Gen"s" current aggregation. Joe Kwasniewski. outstanding
defensive player, will be the only
sophomore in the starting lineup for
the locals. Kwasniewski was a standout in last year's freshman aggregation which turned back the State
yearlings in both encounters. H e will
(Continued on Page 5. Col, 1)

pledged to contact his class representatives on the drive committee."
A brochure, "Meet Providence C o l lege." has been prepared by Edward
S. Doherty. Jr., and members of the
general drive committee. The pamphlet contains a concise illustrated
history of the College and its activities. More than 7500 copies have
been printed by the committee for
distribution in the campaign.
New Chapel
Father Dillon indicated that the
present chapel would be converted
(Continued on Page 5. C o l . 4)

Debaters Victorious
Over Boston Univ.
Upheld Affirmative of Question:
Shall N . L . R . B . Settle
All

Disputes

Winning the second consecutive vic-

against Keaney's lads last year. Leo

tory in Its series of intercollegiate de-

B i l l Spinnler. aggressive senior guard bates, the Providence College Debatfrom Paterson. N . J . : and E l t Deuse, ing Union defeated a team from BosLittle Rhody will be treated to its six-foot-four-inch Junior from Fall ton University in a contest here last
annual basketball classic tomorrow
The Providence C o l River, who saw service against the Friday night.
evening when the smooth working
Kingstonians last year are expected lege group upheld the affirmative of
Friars collide with the high scoring
the question "Resolved: That the N a Rams at the Rhode Island Auditor- to play an important role in this year's
tional Labor Relations Board Be E m powered to Arbitrate in A l l Industrial
Disputes."
Albert

E , Paine.

'38. Timothy R.

Crawley. '38. and Anthony Robinson.
'40. formed the affirmative, while the
Boston University men were Joseph
Nadolski,

John Eccleston, and John

Lonergan.
Frank G. McGovern. '38, president
of

the Providence College

Union,

served

as

Debating

chairman.

The

judges were Edwin F . Gibbons, Eugene
J. McElroy, and William V . Monahan.
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E N L I S T IN T H E " F I G H T "
The Cowl today urges the support of every
Providence College student in a fight against
the tons of filthy and immoral literature flooding the magazine market today. On page six
of this issue will be found a pledge blank
which every student is earnestly asked to sign
and to submit to The Cowl office before Tuesday of next week.
In an editorial entitled "The Devil's Press".
The Providence Visitor, diocesan weekly, yesterday launched a "fight to the finish" against
"this great traffic of filth". Students of Providence College are asked in the editorial to aid
in the crusade. Every student can aid in this
crusade by filling out the pledge blank published in this issue of The Cowl. These pledges
will be given to the editor of the Visitor as a
concrete expression of the spirit of cooperation manifested by the students of Providence
College.
Fill out the blank, forward it to the office
of this newspaper .and help in this "fight to
the finish"!
EMBARRASSING TO WHOM?
"It is always embarrassing when the men
of God, who are under the injunction to turn
the other cheek and suffer all things patiently,
begin to call for battle, murder, and sudden
death in the name of their religion." So writes
Jay Franklin, Washington columnist, in the
local Tribune of Jan. 4. "Today," he continues,
"with one great religious communion endorsing General Franco's blood-drenched rebellion
against the lawful Spanish government... it
is time to pause and ask whether a man or a
nation can get anywhere by denying the moral
origins of his own civilization and substituting
the sword of Caesar for the peace of God."
Mr. Franklin blithely ignores pertinent
fact and fails to recognize the existence of such
a thing as justice. He thinks we should be embarrassed because large numbers of the Catholic clergy and of Catholic papers have declared their support of the Insurgent forces.
For centuries the Catholic Church, has
stood with the light of history shining upon
her great wars, the Crusades. The Crusades
were religious wars. Yet, who has ever been
embarrassed by them? The writer does not
say. Certainly they can but be a source of pride
to us, for they testify to the Catholic determination to fight for the right when peaceful
means have been exhausted. The future of religious liberty in Spain depends on the success
of the Franco army. W h y ought anyone to be
"embarrassed" because he is fighting for religious liberty?
He speaks of rebellion against "lawful"
government. Does he mean lawful as to its
constitution or as to its operation? In either
case he errs gravely, as even a casual examination of the true state of affairs will indicate.
The Christian doctrine on the justice of
war is plain and simple. It is lawful and laudable to resort to violence to repel the unjust
aggressor. Especially is this true when religious principles are at stake. But it applies to
others as well.
If the writer were conversant with the
principles of justice, with the natural law,

doctrines of religion, with unbiased
of the Spanish situation, he would
the peace of God will come to Spain
through the sword.

I N T R A M U R A L SPORTS
Father Quinn's clear and pointed statement
at a recent assembly that he would do everything possible to insure intramural athletics
at Providence College is a sincere recognition
by the Athletic department that a class sports
program is necessary. We hope however, that
some parts of this program may be put into
operation now, when they are so vitally needed to complete the rounded education due every
student.
Every attempt to run an intramural athletic
schedule at the College has always met with
handicaps of one kind or another. A t times
it was equipment. A t times it was student
interest. A t times it was lack of suitable playing accommodations. These can be overcome.
They must be overcome.
With the retrenchment of the athletic
program which is now being undertaken we
can reasonably expect a slight increase in the
emphasis placed on athletics as part of the
college program. That can be attested by the
abundant and welcome publicity which has followed the forming of the Athletic Council and
its various activities. A n d with that vigorous
athletic program we can expect more equipment and more of a chance for each student to
get out on the basketball floor or the football
field.
Student interest, if it is apathetic, and at
present, there seems to be a lively support
waiting for any intramural program, should
be devebped. If necessary, it should be forced.
Physical training in some way will have to be
made compulsory and with the expansion of
college resources intramural sports can be
made an integral part of a compulsory training
for every student.
Under the present athletic system there
are adequate fields for football but the facilities for basketball games are somewhat hampered in the crowded auditorium. This could
doubtlessly be obviated by a rigid system of
schedules wh-ich would forestall any overlapping or conflicts.
It is perhaps too optimistic to wish the
adoption of a comprehensive intramural program within the Immediate future. But there
is no reason why it cannot fee gradually inaugurated from beginnings made now. May
we commend Father Quinn for his determination to introduce intramural athletics but may
we also hope that his words will be backed by
quick, tangible action.
ATTEND THE BALL!
The participation by the Very Reverend
President, by the College orchestra, and by
students of the College in radio programs urging attendance at the Birthday Ball is a commendable manifestation of Christian Charity.
It is gratifying to see Providence College in
the forefront of this public-spirited movement.
Yet, mere assent to the worthiness of the
project will not be enough.
The Birthday
Ball has for its object the relief of paralysis
sufferers and the prevention of further spread
of the disease. The scientific research and the
hospital expenses involved call for our financial support. The best and most enjoyable way
of giving this is attending the affair. T o do
so in the spirit of Christian Charity can bring
us an infinite reward, for we shall be serving
God with dancing feet.
Q U O T A B L E QUOTES
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
"If we replace the obsolete, sterile, and repressive curriculum of our school with a dynamic purpose to build originating, participating human beings, we can have in a single generation a nation of singers, artists, inventors,
scientists, poets, musicians, architects and
builders." Prof. Holland D. Roberts, Stanford
University, declares that creative education
is needed to replace mechanical teaching of a
subject.
"Many textbooks used in schools today
are not yet free of material that breeds international dislikes and love for war. A n y effective education for peace must be based on
sound classroom procedure." M . L . Beck, professor of education at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, thinks the best service the classroom can render is to set up a defense
mechanism proof against fallacious reasoning
and high-powered salesmanship.
"Educators no longer look upon the emotions as a disease which we can get rid of by a
kind of inoculation." The president of Vassar
College. Dr. Henry McCracken believes we
have also abandoned the social code which
pretends any surrender to the emotions is
indecent.

Inquiring Reporter

PlainTalking

The question: What do you think
of F r . Coughlin's return to the air?
By
John H . F a n n i n g — S e n i o r — P r e - L a w .
Norman J. Carignan. '39
I think that F r . Coughlin. if he
uses moderation in his addresses and
refrains from emotional appeals and
L e g i o n OF decency SHOULD
name calling orgies, has great potenTAKE LEAD
tial influence in correcting the social
and economic abuses so prevalent in
ihe United States today He has the
The murky waters of the surging
necessary ability and knowledge and, flood of indecent literature rush on.
1 think, the confidence of many A m e r The noble structures of morality and
icans, Catholic, Protestant and Jew
morals waver beneath the disintegratalike."
ing power of this unbridled and unprincipled force. Apostles and preachFrank

Tirocchi—Junior—Pre-Med.

"I think that F r . Coughlin snould
not have returned to the air. 1 do
not think that he could do any good.
His return may start a new party.
This is not necessary, for the affairs
of our country have been well managed by the present political parties."

ers

of

ethics

loudly

proclaim their

doctrines but their words are lost in
the

maelstrom.

Church

stands

Alone
as

the

the

Catholic

sole bulwark

against indecency in literature unaided by popular opinion but steadfast in
its principles.

Particularly during the last two
W i l l i a m J . Jones—Sophomore—Preyears the literature market has been
Med.
glutted with the most indecent and il" F r . Coughlin's return to the air
licit sort of magazines and books Prodoes not affect me in the least. He is
trying to perform a miracle in our
economic structure. I once read that
his idea why the national elections
are held is to determine which band
of robbers is to be sent to Washington to loot the Treasury. He is like
most of the other reformers. H e always criticizes, but does not offer any
practical solution."

testations of all sorts are to no avail
The

magazine

market

successfully

maintaining its usual low standard has
taken

on

new

life

with

the

recent

vogue of the picture magazine. Therein the modern reader may find in pictorial presentation

what

their minds

have been imagining heretofore.

That some definite plan of attack
W i l l i a m E . P a l m e r — Sophomore —
against this type of literature should
Arts.
be taken, there is no doubt. That the
"I think that F r . C o u g h l i n is at the Catholic Church will take unified and
head of the class of reformers. While
concentrated steps to eradicate this
I think that some of his ideas seem
to be absurd, others seem to be prac- evil, there is no doubt at all. A t prestical. H e gives the poor people unrevised and uncensored facts of the
malpractices of some of the high
officials in our government. H e can
do much good if he holds to his idea
of being the champion of the people."

ent

however,

"I think that F r . Coughlin's return
to the air w i l l be beneficial to the
people of this country. The people are
more readily inclined to accept the
information thai he gives them than
the information of propaganda-spreading politicians. I believe that he is
trying his best to give them the facts
which w i l l help to
formulate the
proper opinions of politicians in power, and thus bring into action the
powerful vote of the people to give
us a better government."

the

inde-

cent literature, such as the Legion of
Decency maintains on motion pictures.
The good

that the

both to the
Robert A . L e L a n e — F r e s h m a n — P r e Med.

there seems to be

lack of a unified force against

Legion has

done

motion picture industry

and to the public is apparent and cannot be denied
Decency

Since the Legion of

began checking on the mo-

tion pictures, a higher grade of

films

has been shown in our theatres

And

since then this organization has made
its influence felt in every quarter.

It

should then with this prestige take the
lead in the fight against indecent literature.
Recently a spokesman

for the L e -

gion of Decency declared that the organization could not take on the fight
against this type of literature without

Theatre Notes

hindering the workings of the Legion
in its present phase.

This can be eas-

ily perceived since the members would
"Julius

Caesar" in

modern

dress,

smash hit of the M e r c u r y Theatre of
New York, will open at the Playhouse.
Providence. January 17 for two days.

have to take on double duties with the
ultimate sacrifice of one of the other.
Yet the Legion of Decency should rec-

This streamlined version of Shake- ognize that it is the most potent facspeare's tragedy, presented in associa- tor against indecency and therefore
tion with A l e x
Yokel, producer of should take the lead in combatting
"Three M e n O n A Horse." w i l l then

this evil.

move to Hartford.

en under the present organization, a

Without scenic embellishments and
flowing Roman togas—the actors wear
street clothes and modern military
uniforms of indeterminate nationality
—the M e r c u r y T h e a t r e s "Julius Caesar" dispels the belief that a classic
is remote and obscure.

division of

As Richard Watts of the New Y o r k
Herald-Tribune wrote: "so fresh and
invigorating and alive is the presentation arranged by the valiant new
Mercury Theatre, so completely is it
lacking in any suggestion of academic
pompousness.
that
"Julius Caesar"
emerges as something you probably
never expected it of being—an exciting tense and very modern play and a
great show."

If this cannot be undertak-

the Legion's activities

is

not beyond reason.
Specifically the Legion could divide
itself into a group to keep vigil on
the motion pictures and another to
combat indecency in literature. This
latter department could be organized
with specific duties to carry out the
Church's doctrines pertaining to immoral literature. The motion picture
division could continue its present activities and work independently of the
other department. Both these departments would work separately under
the name of the Legion of Decency.

It is out belief that under this plan
the Legion of Decency could combat
effectively the evils of immoral literature. The prestige of the Legion alone
could he a determining factor in this
fight. The Catholic Church is the most
powerful
and
effective
influence
against indecency today and the L e gion of Decency is its most potent
It is therefore quite proper
Members of the M e r c u r y Theatre's agency.
regular acting company have been re- to ask this organization to take the
lead.
cruited for the cast.

Directed by 22 year-old Orson W e l les, the M e r c u r y production uses only
a bare stage, a few platform levels
and nothing more than the bricks of
the back wall of the theatre, thus
stripping the play to the essentials of
an acting performance.
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the

radical in the

football player and at present Nation-

Bradley Hill?
One

Action

morning
usually

Committee
aroused

docile

the

men of

early explanation of the phen-

menon, that the Sisters were a delegation of ex-pushcart merchants of B a l -

The

New Haven Club, in co-opera-

in a meeting at Harkins H a l l . Tuesday

tion with the Campus Club, is spon-

evening.

soring

favoring the

a

raffle

for

a

cash

prize

of

Casey

recently:
the

the

Building Fund

Commit-

tee. Tickets are selling for five cents.

group
New Haven C l u b is also mak-

edy, to be produced in A p r i l , at New

tine, '39: M i l t o n L i n c o l n . '40. and John
of

the

finest

Ail-American

toward

members

in

former

the

observed

Library Books

on

record

rule changes

changes w i l l
as

as

made
benefit

it w i l l make

it

more frequent scoring.

T h e defensive

team w i l l have to be on its toes constantly.

dian

I also think the
be

moved

back

goal

to

the

posts
goal

J i m Thorpe. A l l - A m e r i c a n Infrom

Carlisle and

one

of

the

greatest athletes of all time, was ratThe

Providence College library has

recently
Rev.

received gifts of books from

Daniel M . Gallagher. O.P.. M r .

Frederick
and

S. Peck.

E . Riley

Hughes

Joseph Lacy.

Dr.

Daniel J . O'Neill, moderator of

the A q u i n Cercle, a club of the
tension
ings
after.

school,

will

be

ex-

announces that meetheld

T h e next

place in F e b r u a r y .

all

C l u b will hold a Campus Club

bi-monthly

meeting

will

heretake

T h e event, which

Hall

who

had

for the

storm, was

mistaken

City

blasted

Hall

when

one

Har-

rumors

'39.

Albert

McAloon,

'38,

and

John Houlihan, '40. A poem writ-

credited, however. T h e men were not

ten

by Houlihan is included in this

striking,

edition

tired. The

grimness was only fatigue.

apparent

ule;

the

line

wearisome.

was

long,

the

waiting

So the boys sat.

FATHER MEEHAN NAMED
TO WAGE-HOUR BOARD
The

Rev.

of

the

"Worker".

Yesterday

was the deadline for changes in sched-

Father Dillon and
Orchestra on Radio
The

V e r y Rev. John J . Dillon, O.P..

president of Providence College, and

Edward C . Meehan, O.P.,

the Providence College Orchestra w i l l

the business administration depart-

participate next Sunday in radio pro-

ment at the College has been named

grams

by Governor Quinn to serve on a State

Birthday Ball. Jan. 28.

commission
and

to

determine

minimum

maximum

laundering and dry cleansing industry

be talented artists, prominent speakers,

of

and

Walter W. Goff

The Rev. L e o M .

the
"39,

Arthur. '40, W i l l i a m Rock, '40. Charles

soon

hours

time for everyone

charge

dis-

merely

were

in

was

Corcoran,
wild

of

is Thomas F . F l y n n ,

president of the unit, Daniel J . Mac-

promises to be a gala affair, w i l l have

all that which tends for a good

committee

circulation

the

a variety of entertainment.

There w i l l

The

the

of

suspected strikers said his name
The

Continuing its campaign to promote
an active spirit of "social consciousness" at Providence College, the Catholic Action committee reported a complete sell-out during the first hour
yesterday, when it set up temporary
facilities for distribution of the "Catholic Worker". T h e "Worker" is a m i l itant New Y o r k Catholic labor organ.

in

Kelly.

of

time by Casey.
The

avenue

kins

ed as the greatest football player of

Night in February

Aquin Cercle

bo

Both changes favor

the offensive team and w i l l make for

line."

New

"both

game insofar

more interesting

should

this

went

new

Complete Sell-Out Reported During First Hour's Sale By
College Unit

of the Dean's office. The immediate in-

the

al Y o u l h Administrator for Massachu-

Haven Club

Massachusetts city.
ing arrangements for a one-night precommittee for the affair includes sentation of the College Musical C o m -

Two

of

setts, who addressed the Campus Club

The

'41.

one

swept

squatting on the floor along the wall

Football League." stated

Casey,

$150.00. the proceeds of which w i l l go

the

is

performing

Professional

31.

Thomas Melia. '38, chairman: Ray PetDunne.

players

Eddie

addresses.

Soar

re-

alumni

Night

furor

grim-faced students was

ference,
"Hank

w i l l be

club and

Plans Gala

During February

of

Arnold

January

of the

the

New

in

Club

considerable

College at noon yesterday. A long line
of

contemporary

Charles

short

New

Providence College w i l l sponsor a

Boston

The

and

a

F a l l R i v e r Undergraduate Club

dance and buffet

in

in

G i u s t i w i l l be the

Fall River Club
The

3

A

Speaks at Campus Club Meeting;

Three members of the Aquino club

interested in extra-curricular research,

monthly

1938

Mag-

nus Club, a group of science students

its

14,

P A P E R
TO

The

JANUARY

Eddie Casey Praises Patient Sitters Wait Action Committee
Hank Soar's Playing to See Rev. Dean Distributes 'Worker'

College News Briefs
A L B E R T U S

FRIDAY,

wages

for

the

Rhode Island. With Father Meehan,

Philip Taft

attorney,

and Prof.

of the economics depart-

preparatory

Speaking
WJAR.

at

to

10:30

the

Roosevelt

from

Station

Father D i l l o n w i l l stress the

need for supporting the work of
Infantile

Paralysis

Foundation

the
and

will urge attendance at the B a l l . T h e
25-piece

Symphony

Orchestra

will

Carolan. O.P. assures that "the student

ment of B r o w n University w i l l repre-

broadcast

body

sent the public on the board which in-

station W E A N at 7:00 p.m., under the

cludes

direction of the Rev

and

minute."

friends

will

enjoy

every

T h e exact date of the event

will be posted soon.

representatives

the employers.

of

labor

and

OP.

a half hour program from
Leo S. Cannon,

T H E COWL. FRIDAY. J A N U A R Y
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SCENES F R O M

OFFICIAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

1938

"MONASTERY"

T H U R S D A Y . J A N U A R Y 20
2:00

to 4:00

Room

French 201. 303, 102, 101
German 102
German 101
Spanish 102. 101
Italian 102, 101
Biology 302
Chemistry 402
Federal Tax Accounting
Business 305
Business 302
FRIDAY.

Murphy,

Auditorium
20
35
221
211
171
19
24
24
39
JANUARY

Philosophy 401

( F r . Friel)

••' Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion

401
401
301
301
201
201
101

( F r . Dore)
( F r . Hunt)
( F r . Howley)
( F r . Heasley)
( F r . Foley)
( F r . McKenna)
SATURDAY.

9:00

JANUARY

22

to 11:00

History 406, 306
History 101 ( F r . English)
History 101 ( F r . Reilly)
History 103
Latin 201
MONDAY,

JANUARY

24

8:30 to 10:30
Sociology 301

( F r . Dore)

Sociology 301 ( F r . Clark)
Philosophy 301
English 201 (Dr. O'Neill)
English 201 ( F r . Reilly)
English 201 (Mr. Donovan)
Mathematics 201
Business 201
10:30 to 12:30
English 101 ( F r . Quinn)
English 101 ( F r . McGregor)
English 101 ( F T . Fitzgerald)
English 101 ( F r . L a More)

. « n •'.

English 101 ( F r . Reilly)
1:00 to 3:00
Physics 101
T U E S D A Y . J A N U A R Y 25
8:30 to 10:30
Education 401, 301
Political Science 402
Political Science 304
Business 301
Mathematics 301
Chemistry 201
Economics 201
History 102
10:30 to 12:30
Mathematics 101 (Mr. McDonald)
Mathematics 101 ( F r . Precourt)
BiologyAOl
Chemistry 101 (Electives)
Mathematics 103
Auditing
Biology 401
W E D N E S D A Y ' . J A N U A R Y 26
8:30 to 10:30
Physics 301
Biology 301
Business 304
. E d u c a t i o n 201
,
j,
' E n g l i s h 113. 311 .-rrrrr:...r,t.Q
10:30 to 12:30
'
Physics 201
English 202
Business 403
Drawing 101
Greek 201
T H U R S D A Y . J A N U A R Y 27
8:30 to 10:30
Philosophy 411
Latin 311
Elementary Greek
Business 306
Political Science 103
English 301
Drawing 201
English 310
English 112
Education 101
Greek 101
Political Science 201
10:30 to 12:30
English 412. 414
F R I D A Y . J A N U A R Y 28
8:30 to 10:30
Cliemistry 301. 101. 401

••

21
Portraying the life of monks in the Trappist Monasteries of Europe.
35!
"Monastery" will be presented for the first time in Rhode Island at
The Playhouse, starting Wednesday. J a n . 19.
Auditorium
22 i
171
SCOWL WITH F. MAURICE SPILLANE
19 j
20
What with nothing to scowl about the end of the rainbow, that's what
32
and everyone hereabouts toeing the hurt." "Why doesn't someone tell me
30
ine tin front of the Dean's office' with .he;e things." he screamed as they
jubmission and the utmost decorum, bu.toned the straight jacket.
Auditorium
imagine your Scowler's fiendish glee
17
when he heard that the P y r a m i d V is for valtzes. may they be scarce
35
and few.
Players were planning to produce a
E is for Eddie, pride of the Quinton
musical comedy titled, "The Scowler
crew,
19 Is A Sissy
Which makes us ask.
R is for rhythm, the blare of the
37. 38 sissy?
With inflated diaphragm and
blues
35
fiery mien, the Scowler is not a sissy
I is for intermission, the period of
17
and to prove it he challenges T. Casey
rest,
22, 21
Moher, rasslin champ, ("What A DifT is tor "truckin'". let's hope it's the
19.20
ference A n a makes") to a tango conbest.
Auditorium
test in Harkins Hall.
A n d if that
A is for apple, a dance full of zest.
doesn't satisly him, we tango to a
S is for "swing" and a swell time I
public hall
guess.
Auditorium
Which is our humble way of saying
Auditorium
is going to sue T i n P a n A l -thai there will be a meeting of leather
38
ley for false advertising. After listen- and wax tonight when the Seniors will
Auditorium
ing to every orchestra in the T o w n come out of the closet and do them35
'via radio) play "There's a Gold Mine selves proud < and do everyone else
in the Sky", he went glassy eyed, blew the price of admission! by sponsoring
up his water wings and made a trip he Veritas dance Sponsor Tracy will
19 into the stratosphere.
When they not be there. Ladies will wear gowns,
35 picked h i m up in Seekonk he sobbed, gentlemen will wear sponsor trousAuditorium "I didn't mind not finding that gold
M mine in the sky, but when I found
21, 22 out that there wasn't a pot of gold at
The Campus orchestra was a victim
39
32
- * *
Official Examination Rules
Auditorium
35
22
Auditorium
21
25

35
22
21
24 |
32
19
Auditorium
Auditorium
35
21
Auditorium
22
19
2

4

17

25
17
24
35
38
25
22
2*
19
30

30
21
21
24
17
-22
Lab20
\
Auditorium
"
3

0

s

i

*>
, _
.
Auditorium

and

A n y student who brings books or papers to examination rooms, or who
is observed communicating in any way. will forfeit his examination. A l l
writing must be done i n the book which will be supplied by the professor.
No student mav use more than one examination book at the same time.
N.B.—STUDENTS MUST W A T C H OFFICIAL BULLETIN BOAR S
F O R A N Y C H A N G E S IN T H I S S C H E D U L E .

Gorman,

Committees

Monthly

21

Philosophy 401 ( F r . Regan)
Philosophy 303
Biology 201
Latin 101
Mathematics 102
Biology 102
Surveying 301
Intensive Latin
10:30 to 12:30
Philosophy 201 ( F r . Perrotta)
Philosophy 201 ( F r . McGlynn)
Mathematics 105
1:00 to 3:00

'28.

Head

8:30 to 10:30
"

Alumni Hold Third
Beefsteak Supper
'29

for

Event

The third in a series of beefsteak
suppers
being
conducted
by the
Providence College A l u m n i Association was held last night in Harkins
H a l l under the sponsorship of the
classes of 1928 and 1929 Charles A .
Murphy of Providence was chairman
of the committee from the class of
'28 and D. Wilfred Gorman, of East
Greenwich, for the class of '29.
T h e suppers held each month are
sponsored by two different classes
Committee members from the class
of '28 were: Walter Dromgoole. D r .
George J . Dwyer. William F Kenny.
Frederick M . Langton. Edward T .
Lewis,
and John
H . O'Connell.
Thomas C Harding, James E M a c Donald, and Lawrence Mailloux
Assisting Gorman on the '29 committee were: George P. Earnshaw.
James F . Hanaway. Joseph L . Breen,
Clarence A . Lyons. D r . Frederick J .
Burns. John F Keough, Thomas J
Curley, Joseph A . Fay. and J o h n J .
Sullivan.

of " A n d Sudden Death" last Thursday
when "Once In A While" played only
once in a while, or is that being redundant? T h e C l u b technicians were
nonplussed until "One Bang" Moge
slapped the canned melody machine
back into working order T h e motto
of the Campus C l u b is getting to be.
"That g i r l s here again." Paul Ryan
came for refreshments

THE

COWL.

FRIDAY,

January

14,
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SPORTS
INTRAMURAL LEAGUE
STARTS

J U S T B E T W E E N US
The

AFTER

intramural

will commence

are

now

basketball

league

immediately after

mid-year recess
I. S. S I P E R S T E I N

EXAMS

Plans

being

formulated

C o w l sports staff

the

for the league
by

the

in cooperation with

Father Q u i n n .
FRIARS-RAMS
As

far

as

concerned,

local

this

fandom

weekends

will be focussed
competition

CLASH

sports

on the

spotlight

Arena

where

for the Rhode Island In-

tercollegiate

basketball

crown

This year's circuit w i l l be comprised

is

will

of

eight teams which arc as

men,

Friars

continue as the Friars and Rams re-

tives

sume athletic

attend

hostilities this time for

court honors. Basketball of the highest grade w i l l be definitely

furnished

of

lowers who

CowL

are expected
Street

to

sports

fill

the

house

these

an

important

in

capacity.

next

Both

teams

with

are

confident

tions in excellent
and
and

thrilling battle

A

Campus C l u b five is the

only

enhance

the

winner's

league. Last year's

offing

last year, the present

chances of

Seniors appear

to be the team to defeat for the

1938

crown.
accord

program,

with

this

the

new

athletic

the

students

provides

title by virtue of a one-

ably

be

played

two

or

sided t r i u m p h over B r o w n last week

nings

in

February and March.

first

setto of

the

title

series

three

a week during the

eve-

months

of

fortable margin, whereas a F r i a r victory w i l l knot the count
Some of East's outstanding
will

be

rated

on

by

will

parade

many

standing

ten

lead

Chet

as

one

players

Jaworski

of

the

players in the

the

high

quintet

from the V a l l e y , and w i l l be ably assisted

by

Ed

Tashjian

and

Friarlets Split
In Two Games

out-

country,

scoring

Crowley
and

aided

by

Joe

About

the

only

unpredictable

which

could

overflowing

exception

certain

be

made

predictions
are

that

crowd and thrills

an

galore

will be much in evidence. F r o m here
Keaney's

Rams,

by

virtue

of

past

performances, appear to have all the
better
not.

of

the

argument

however,

to top the

mean

fighting

which

they

does

are

Maintaining their
erage

for the

during

500 per cent av-

current

College

campaign,

freshmen

the

hoop-

the

the

Bridgewater,
week's
had

program
and

was

met

approbation

alumni alike

with
by

Mass

prosports

satisfaction

students

and

Included in this expan-

the

yearlings

and

48-45,

Prior
the

to the

to

young

edged

out

the

at
this

Friars

Connecticut

State
Naval

After

setting the

in

the

pace most of

Bryant game,

defense

the

weakened,

enabling

to gain the

decis-

T h e Bridgewater affair was

decided until the

the

Friar

not

last ten seconds of

play when Captain Steve Fallon.

Fri-

and

St

back

strong

Anselm's,

League

tenders

students who

enjoy

ing

in some form of

sport,

Teachers.

quite

ance of

and

and improve

unless

a

phy-

proper

both is had the

the

Coach Frank
minute"
of

night's

feature

State-Friar Frosh
Clash Packs Punch

bal-

individual's

basketball

Ram-Friar

Fallon,

Abruzzii,

quacious
Fallon,

ing

be

Conley

and

ace,

the

will

that

resume

waxed

and

their ath-

so hotly
days.

dur-

This

in

has all the earmarks of a red
battle

father

.

.

wanted

-

"Wink"

Crowley's

h i m to be a

pugilist,

but "Wink" decided he would rather
play basketball and baseball. A n d he
has done
not doubt
been
had

very well
but

successful
decided

what
in

in both
he
the

upon that

a natural athlete . . .

Lineups

class

basketball

high school

1937 Stars In

which

high

D u k e Abbruzzi. State's lo-

duel

hot

will
of

all-round star, and "Lefty"

their

itself

card
share

Providence's

baseball
letic

Its

Other

tomorrow

yearling encounter

will provide
basketball

of

We do

would
ring,
course.

have
if

he
He's

begin

Farrell

to

stated

Three members of the
Island

all-state

1937

schoolboy

Rhode

basketball

quintet will answer the starting whistle

at

the

Auditorium,

tomorrow

night, when the young Friars of P r o v i dence College, led by Steve "Lefty"
Fallon,

and

Island

State,

and

pears
ling

Ramlets

paced

to be one
court

tween
in

the

by

of

Rhode

B u d Conley

Duke Abbruzzi. meet in what apof

battles

these

the

to

bitter

finest

be

year-

staged

intra-state

be-

rivals

many years
The

State

balanced

flrst-year-outflt

five

which

Is a well-

possesses much

speed and great accuracy In shooting.

at

9

o'clock.

yesterday

that

he urged all those who

the

has

pressive

fashion.

the

talk

registered

another

The

good seats to arrive early,
first-come-first-serve

at Manchester. N . H , 42-38

Appar-

ently headed for an easy win, the F r i ars,

with only three minutes to play,

In

Rams

im-

have

The

New Equipment
For Musicians
violin cello, two trumpets, one
flute

have recently been added to the C o l lege's musical equipment, according to
the Rev. Leo S. Cannon. O.P.. faculty

chestra.

membership of

He is especially

basketball

limelight

opening game again

In

Its

the A l u m n i by

the

or-

desirous of

enrollingviolin players.

Chet

New

-h.

highest

average
New

per

game of any

England

Pawturket
school

individual

Morry

Hank

player in
of

Soar's former high

teammate

defensive

who

scoring

Fabricant

is one of the finest

player:

ever

uncovered

at

Kingston
State

into a business laboratory to
the

for its

and

colorful style of play

and

long range

wide

open

Rapid fire

hooting from all an-

gles of the

court plays an important

part in the

Blue and White's attack

31

colleges
tor

in

usually

Sped
both

fensive
In

Is

done

in

cramped conditions

and

de-

play.
yearling ag-

in

laid,

"we

can

convert

hall." he

the

present

'acilities for the business department
is

ncrease
arger
ind

already

overcrowded.

The

in our student activities,
number

the

of

faculty

the

members

greater variety of extension

courses that are being offered, necessitate our expansion
Father
in

at this time "

Valley

Format

Robert

the

were

strong

over

fresh-

their

with

tri-

Boston
count

the Northeastern U . frosh. 75-15.
Duke

Abbruzzi

line

and Conley

will

nitz

Terrace,

and

probably start
forwards:

G.

its

meeting

Quinn,

first

at

the

Other

were

Rev.

O P . . Rev.

Jere-

president
Dr.

of

the

alumni

association:

Daniel J . O'Neill. Louis C . Fitz-

gerald, director of publicity, and E d ward Moran.

president

of

the

Pitts-

field Providence College Club.

at

center

Against this capable quintet. Coach
McClellan

the

at

dinner

Springfield.

up

forwards: Keaney and Franchuk

guards, and Harrington at

at

club

and

dent of the College. Joseph H . Lyons,

University yearlings by a 61-55

the

alumni

meeting
Stoneham.

miah T. Fitzgerald. O P . , vice presi-

the

Blue and White will

plans

handed

Brown

among

the

o'clock,

Ihe setback

wins

revealed

address before the new Connecti-

tilt expected

vanity

Dillon

tor the dormitory Wednesday night in

guests

by

basket.

KusiLevey

Seeing

difficulty

the Friars

first

had

little

breaking through their de-

fense, the locals shifted
to man-to-man

from a zone

defense with

decided

Halfway

through the

third

period

with Providence ahead 22-14. St. A n selm pulled up to within four points

ki

de-

:hapel in Harkins H a l l into additional

for 8 o'clock

the

Bobinski

their

the leader.

With Leo Ploski snow-

the way. the Smith Hillers increasA t this point Plos-

and Barnlni left the game via the
route

St.

Anslem's

team

then

relieve

that

;he chapel in the residence

The

under way about 9:30

and

scored

"Babbling Brooks" Carter, the New
Bedford flash who boasts that he had

Hotel

sharp with

Crowley

Hawks

the best seat on the bench during the

gregations of both colleges w i l l meet.
tapoff is scheduled

the

with its large chapel is opened. "With

cut

a preliminary, the

away

partment when the new residence hall

most

i~ the underlying fac-

their offensive

With

got

staged a belated rally.

Emphasis is laid upwa individual play
than

Providence

ed the lead. 30-18.

Jan.

(Continued from Page 1. C o l 3)

which
is known

before

foul

of-

He should have plenty

a sal stance from E d Tashjian
the

Drive

Eng-

Rams

throughout.

of

Will Open

Jaworski. leading

pace,

garnered field field goals between them

ing

Building

the

to an early lead and remained in front

Fr. Cannon has begun a campaign to

over

the

ting

a

a free scoring encounter State Jumped
into

visitors' first period whirlwind

success.

moderator of the orchestra.

in

came

hard

"Wink" Crowley and E d Bobinski set-

increase the

Maine. T h e i r lone defeat

were

play brought about the victory

eight starts includiin last night's win
at the hands of Boston University in

lead but

locals rallied and nearly drew up even

policy

clarinet, one alto horn, and one

"two-point a

been

after

want

Hanover,

England as it has

triumph

The

health usually suffers greatly . . . A n
interesting

Intercol-

at

KEANEY'S

quintet

New

one

and

give

exercise to go along with the mental
exercises

nineteen in the contest with

for

start

expected

One

their one point margin.

but

sically, A person needs some physical

two
they

"Two Points a minute"

by

every student an opportunity to par-

next

Dartmouth, Eastern

Outstanding

varsity competition. This would

its

Last night

legiate

umphs

enough

in

played

men.

in sports

Padden.

40-32. and then

42-38

them

ticipate

Jim

of

Con-

nine points against

good

course

the season to the undefeated

of

marred only

participating

will

T h e Varsity game is

will be carried out.

Four

game

to get

took

ed St. Anselm's Hawks last Saturday

Freshman game

at 8 o'clock

as the

Mezejewski,

roles

Providence dropped the first

scoring honors in both tilts, garnering

not

dollar and ten cents.

Dick

foul line to give the Black and White
Fallon

Staving off a last period rally. Providence College's basketball five defeat-

game are J i m Bagley, Larry Shattuck.

arlets' leader, hooped a toss from the

Bryant and tally-

floor

seats are priced at a

to get

lineup during the

intramural sports. A n excellent plan!

are

Box

for

the

in reserve

sion program are plans for extensive
There are many

see

cents,

eighty-five

purchased

the

more

the Hope Streeters

Councils

to

Training quintet

way

gram for the expansion of the

losing

Teachers,

encounters

bowed

ion.
Athletic

week,

Bridgewater

juniors'

Friar

past

Bryant College five. 38-30. and lopping

sure

Friars

A R O U N D T H E CIRCUIT
The

to

fifty-five

seats surrounding the

be

Defeats St. Anselm's, 42-36. in
Contest Saturday at
Manchester

pressed In the dying moments as the

of

sters split even in a pair of contests
sport and this game is no

are expected

be

to

held a 13-point

has

Providence

is a very

game will

while

of

and

service

fensive attack

at Bridgewater

'Wink"

Kwasniewski

the

manager
admission

demand for tickets has been large

much

land scorer, will lead

Bridgewater Teachers. 46-45.

Morry

L e o Ploski

Basketball

sophomores,

State

Friar Quintet
Shades Hawks

other sophomorea who may break Into

Lose to Bryant. 38-30; Defeat

the picture w i l l be high scoring C a p E d Bobinski and J o h n

all

Sweeney, and Ralph Paparella.

graduate
General

passing the century mark

Fabricant. O n the Providence side of
tain

Paul

season's record of seven victories

win tomorrow night would put the

Kingstonians out in front by a com-

Farrell.

athletics.

The

N. H ,
In

ticipate in athletics Games will prob-

the

or

starts to defeat Assumption. 60-31. and

graduation. Runners up

with an excellent opportunity to par-

A

Deuse

Jimmy Leo,

came

hit by

State has already captured the first
the

Elt

hard

gaining the coveted diadem at stake.
leg of

either
Barnini,

G u z m a n H a l l I team which has been

victory for either team w i l l great-

ly

will be re-

Issue

with

"Slip"

em-

a spirited

is in the

meeting

12:50 next

up

John

Island

wore announced yesterday by John

B i l l Spinnler at the guards

score,

condition

p r i m e d for a killing

to

The

to the

team

Provi-

basketball game at the Auditorium

cents.

necticut State quintet

aggrega-

physical

league

week's
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championship was won by the strong

of

both star-studded

asked

of

newcomer

and

are

to
The

erging on the long end of the

teams

Hall,

dence College-Rhode

can

Representa-

Wednesday. The schedule
leased

Main

Guzman

to be held in Room 21 at

to L i t t l e Rhody's rabid basketball folNorth

Club.

Fresh-

STATE G A M E PRICES
Admission prices for the

E

"Gen"
McClellan
Confident
Charges W i l l Enter W i n ning Column

follows:

Seniors. Juniors. Sophomores.
Campus C l u b , and C o w l ,

State Game
On Weekend
Sports Card

and

Captain Fallon at the back court

posts,

and

Amby

Reynolds,

rangy

center, who has replaced George Sarris at the pivot position, w i l l start at
that post.

last football season, was no end dismayed

when

a chum of

into class and bellowed.

his

walked

"Here's

glove that your lady friend forget
my

car."

the
in

T H E C O W L FRIDAY. JANUARY 14. 1938
Father L a More
Hits Birth Control

Uncle Peter

Cooperation

Poetry Club Meets

Pledge
The
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OVERLOOKS
trary

The

to the law of G o d .
"Destroys Harmony"

Alumni

When

the C h u r c h

biguous
ing

skis

snowshoes

the alumni

and carrying

turned

that the

means used to prevent child birth are
unnatural

Wearing

says

out In full

she is not speaking i n a m -

terminology,

to increase

student

,
a
member
body at Providence College, pledge m y

support

to

Providence Visitor's Crusade against

indecent

nor is she t r y -

the confusion

I
of the

the

life

finally

c a n be attributed

causes. Probably first

come

to three

by

John Houlihan. '40. and criticised

her

by

the group

the

She simply

means

that

acts

getic, active, and well liked, the boys
from

'23 up see In h i m the leader

that we have needed to help the C o l lege through the period of expansion,
and

have

fallen

i n willingly

to get

behind any project that will
the

prestige

of this

increase

Institution. A n -

other dominating cause is the fortunate selection of Joe L y o n s as leader
of

the alumni body. A tireless and

Indefatigable

worker, Brother L . has

talked, written and telephoned,

until

now every alumnus Is well aware of
his Interest In the College, his desire
for a greater and more unified alumni
association. T h e third reason may be
gleaned

from

an appreciation of the

changing status of the graduates, who
are only today making their way In
the world and beginning to hold down
Jobs of Importance. Obviously

their

desire Is to see their A l m a Mater on
n plane far above
they

rival colleges and

are w i l l i n g

to make

sacrifices

to help this

essary

tion attain that

goal

the necInstitu-

It would be a

happy solution if this triumvirate of
causes

were

allowed

to remain u n -

changed for a couple more years, but
the

by-laws

soon
a

say that

Item

relinquish his post

member

2 must

and become

of the governing

board

It's not too early to look about for
a successor, for lo find one with equal
merit a n d ability will

be a difficult

task

If Uncle Peter appears to have gone
sissy on you during the last two paragraphs, it has been for but two reasons

the one. that he means

cerely,

a n d the other,

it sin-

that

he has

been trying to get up his courage to
tell

y o u of the alumnus from

erly.

George

walked

Foley

into

West-

by name, who

Doctor

O'Neill's

office

the other day and exclaimed W o w !
What a color A n d I D O mean H U E ! "
Here

and theres

t hoses

Daniel

now

assistant

oke

Hotel

with

Nash

these a n d

of H o l y o k e is

manager of the Holy.

We'd quote

rates if

we knew them and If it weren't
advertising

free

There is absolutely

no connection between the two facts
that

E d Keegan has a four

old

son and has moved

fleld

to

L e e . Mass.

.

months

from
.

Pilts-

. H e Just

wants to get J u n i o r that much nearer
lo

Providence College .

the
tize
on

. And

new son department

mention

that

Michael
next

Monti's male

Sunday

in

we might

F r Perrotta will

bap-

offspring

. . .

As we started to write a note about
Fred
of

Gorman

being acting

the New, London

Security
bureau

a bulletin
indicates

manager

office

of Social

from

the press

that

he has been

moved back to Woonsocket . .
Is Connecticut's loss
back

which

. . A n d to slide

to romance for ihe nonce, we

note with glee the fact

that

Erville

Williams.' w h o taught i n the business
department for a short time before he
gave the S u n O i l C o the break it
had
got

been

looking for. has gone a n d

himself

think

this

engaged

column—Uncle
Myrna

Don't y o u

was the most
Pete

L o y even

wonderful

didn't

once . . .

mention

procreation with

a view

to the as a class, are by

survival of the fittest. Special effort

president. Father Dillon. Young, ener-

Jan 9

Miss Mary O ' N e i l read a paper on

entitled "When I am Dead", was read

which are i n harmony with nature are

Is the college

held its regular

and a lively discussion ensued A poem

In the

excellent

That the alumni have
to

of A m e r i c a

small a u d i t o r i u m last Sunday

minds of those who do not agree with

has been made by them to diffuse their
CANDID-CAMERA SNIPERS
good, and those not i n harmony are
doctrine and method among the poorT o exercise the generative facbeefsteaks bad.
er classes
O u t might logically infer
Candid-camera sharpshooters have
ulty In such a way as to prevent it
at the College last night. T h e spirit
therefore that the poor are especially
an opportunity to enter their snap
from attaining Its natural end is to
undesirable as a class that the rich
that la being manifested among the
shots
i n a contest now being con
destroy the harmony between the fac(who, no doubt think themselves betlocal graduates i n attending these
ducted b y Michaels-Bauer local jewulty a n d its object
S u c h a n act is
ter) will c a r r y out the mandate of the
elers and opticians
B u t these picsplendid socials is but indicative of contrary to nature and therefore bad.
natural law to conserve human species tures must be of a definite nature
the resurrection of the esprit de corps Nothing—social utility, race welfare,
and will assume responsibility for the Specifically they must show the d i f
that the a l u m n i as a whole is showing personal happiness, o r economic ex- production of the higher type of i n d i ferent
ways a student
wears his
pedient—can justify this
unnatural
in
cooperation with the President
viduals. T h e Irony of the fact is that wrist watch, i n the classroom, the
perversion of a human faculty.
the rich, who can well afford to have laboratory, the g y m . or at social funcof the College In fostering greater
Professedly it is the object of the children, are the most faithful in the tions.
T h e style or brand of the
alumni activity.
supporters of birth control to limit practice o f birth control, that the poor, watch doesn't matter T h e quality of
J o e Lyons'

a unit of the Catholic Poetry

bi-monthly meeting at 3 30 p m In the

Whether poetry should be or mean",

magazines.

I'm i and fine fettle for another one

of

Rhode Island Catholic Poetry

Society
Society

far

able type of i n d i v i d u a l "

more desir-

the
rank

picture alone

w i l l determine its

in the contest.

